
AVING SPACE
The first automatic traverse storage

system was manufactured by Antonio
Piazza in 1990 and, when we compare the space
taken up by machinery in a glassworks in the
mid-90s and the same situation now, we can cer-
tainly see that a considerable change has taken
place. This was and is especially valid with
regards to storage and movement of glass
sheets, especially because space was not consid-
ered as important at that time.

The same changes have taken place in apb
Antonio Piazza Brevetti, moving on with the
design and the building of automatic storage
systems that enable glassworks and their per-
sonnel to work in safety while saving time and
space at the same time.

During the 90s, there were glass processing
lines with fixed frames that took up an incred-
ible amount of space, while the possibility of
working in safety, as well as considerable

The 3C Compact Combined Loader
from apb Antonio Piazza Brevetti

In just over 15 years, the situation in
glassworks has completely changed as far as
space and personnel is concerned. The past

layouts of machinery, especially those
dedicated to loading and unloading equipment

and storage of the glass sheets, has gone
from occupying a large area of the glassworks

to becoming more and more compact. The
number of operators working with this

machinery has also decreased considerable,
thanks to automation but also because of the

reduced area taken up by the same machinery.
apb Antonio Piazza Brevetti presents us with its
most recent ideas in response to this situation.
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costs, were always
a dominant prob-
lem. To give an
idea, the area taken
up by loaders and
storage frames was
about 33 metres in
the past, while now

it has been reduced
to 12-13 metres at

present, thanks to new
equipment from APB Piazza.

This means a saving of space of
almost 20 metres, and savings of at least 50 per
cent of the space previously used.

TOTAL SAFETY FOR OPERATORS
Safety for operators is guaranteed by apb’s

machines thanks to their “anti-deboard” system,
just one of the many patented devices of the
company, which stops a frame, normally
inclined at 45°, from overturning. 

The next step for apb’s is to develop a
machine (or find a machinery manufacturing
partner) to combine with its loaders, so as to
form a complete unit – cutting table and load-
ing equipment all in one. This could be the real 
revolution in the future, as it would
remove human presence
from areas of risk in glass-

works, a considerable advantage in terms of
personnel and costs.

As far as space savings are concerned, apb
has already eliminated the need for a separate
area destined for the overhead crane. In the
company’s new layout, the overhead crane has
been positioned over the loader, thus saving
space also in length. 

The new machine - 3C - can work in three
different directions and literally be surrounded
(on three sides) by storage frames from where it
removes the glass type needed by the cutting
table. It could also supply two cutting lines,
working on one side and another. 

NEW SPACE CONCEPT
REV 6

REV 6 from apb can load glass directly onto
the cutting table, with the possibility of moving
in four different directions. This is the new con-
cept of glassworking, other than savings in
machinery and time, it also gives the possibility
of removing personnel from potentially danger-
ous areas. REV 6 was presented at the last
Vitrum fair and impressed for its ability to oper-
ate with more than one cutting table, and its
ability to turn by 90°.

Typical
storage and

loading
layouts in

glassworks in
the past (a)

and in the
future (b)
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86 Modularity
Another benefit of the REV 6 is that it is

completely modular and can be assembled
directly at the clients’ premises without techni-
cal assistance from apb.

In fact, most of apb’s production range is
manufactured keeping modularity in mind.
Apart from extreme facility in assembly, this
means that further elements can be add-
ed or modifications can be carried out as need-
ed by the glassworks without major difficulties.

TECHNOLOGY
GUARANTEED

apb’s machines are
extremely high-tech

and are aimed at
clients who are

looking for quality,
performance and re-

liability over the long term, with avant-garde
mechanical and electronic solutions. There are,
however, many different kinds of glassworks
with different needs and it is for this reason
that apb has a diversified range of machinery.
Each and every machine manufactured the
company has the same care and attention paid
to even the smallest details, and to safety, also
guaranteed by company patents, which are also
valid for the simpler and more economical
machinery (such as, for example, the semi-
automatic or manual equipment). In this way,
apb ensures its clients high level performance
for its entire range of machinery.

SALES AND MARKET NETWORK
apb is present worldwide in over 23 coun-

tries, in places as far afield as New Zealand and
Australia, South Africa. Requests come from
Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Dubai. Turkey and
Northern Europe are also countries where
Piazza commercializes its machinery, especially
with regards to the large glassworks and
machinery manufacturers. ■
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REV 6, which
can load glass

directly onto the
cutting table

Revolution RIB
250 (part of

REV 6)


